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Greetings, It is I, El Morya, 
 

I AM the Presence of the 1st Ray of Will and Power.   
 

Before we proceed this evening in our discussion, I would like to clarify some confusion 
that seems to have come about by my statement about the 1st Ray of Will and Power.  
As you remember, from the teachings of the Creative Rays, that there are various Rays 
beside the Creative Rays.  And they were all intended for the same purpose, and that 
intention is to create and fulfill Christ Consciousness on Earth.   
 

So, there are seven Ascension Rays that are very much related to and part of the Rays of 
Creation.  They are overseen by Masters of Light, who have had physical experiences 
and ascended into a fuller Christ Consciousness and into the coherence of the Source 
Energy of their Being.   
 

 The 1st of those seven Ascension Rays are, of course, Will and Power.  And they 
are overseen by myself, El Morya. 

 

 The 2nd Ray, Ascension Ray, is Love and Wisdom.  And it is overseen by Master 
Kuthumi and Yeshua.  It holds the role of a Master Teacher of Christ 
Consciousness. 

 

 The 3rd Ray is a Ray of Divine Intelligence.  And it is overseen by Paul the 
Venetian. 

 

 The 4th Ascension Ray is Ascension through discipline and harmony, orchestrated 
and overseen by Serapis Bey. 

 

 The 5th Ray, Ascension Ray, is Healing, Knowledge, and Truth, overseen by Master 
Hilarion. 

 

 The 6th is Idealism and Devotion, overseen by Lady Nada. 
 

 And the 7th is a Ray of Transmutation, overseen by St. Germaine. 
 

Understand, these Rays work very coherently with the Rays of Creation and provide 
physical changes and experiences to bring about Christ Consciousness as you create on 
the Earthly Realms.   
 

So, I wanted to clarify that, so that you understood that they serve a vital role. 
 

In our last session, one of the participants asked if Will and Power was related to the 1st 
and 2nd Rays of Creation.  And, of course they are, it is.  So each one of these Ascension 
Rays relates to various aspects of the Creative Rays. 
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[4:19]  So, let’s continue now, with a further discussion of Will and Power and how it 
applies to that escalation of consciousness AND the stabilization of the 5th Dimension 
within each one of you.  And we talked about this in the last session in the need for 
sovereignty over the physical bodies. 
 

In this session, I’d like to talk about what is required to establish the full stabilization of 
5th Dimension.   And you’ve been working on this for the last two years, since you 
recovered the Light Templates of the 5th Dimensional Light Templates from the Time 
Lock.   
 

What is needed in this teaching is to help you understand what disrupts that 
stabilization of the 5th Dimension because of the lack of understanding and integration 
of the Ray of Will and Power.  Our primary focus will relate to the mental-emotional 
body of the physical bodies.  These bodies, of course as you know, consist of the 
physical body, the etheric body, and the mental-emotional body.  The use of Power and 
Will affects the stability of the mental-emotional body of the 3rd dimension, which as 
you know is a very stable dimension.  And it helps individuals arrive at a 4th dimensional 
consciousness, where they begin to realize that they have choice in their creation.  
 

As you transition into that 5th Dimensional state, it’s important that you are aware of 
the things that can disrupt that stability of a 5th Dimensional Light Template that you 
have worked so diligently to install.  This happens through the influence of the physical 
ego and the belief system that is held in the mental-emotional body of the physical 
body.   
 
The primary belief of the 3rd dimension, as you know, is that you are your physical body 
and are separate from others and from Prime Creator.  But you now understand that 
you ARE a Divine Emanation of Spirit.  Much has changed because of last two Crystal 
Conferences.  Light Templates of the 5th, the 6th, and the 7th Dimensions were retrieved 
from Time Locks, where they had been held since the decline of consciousness.  These 
Light Templates were made usable in the physical body through the direction of great 
Teachers of Light.   
 

There were a lot of changes in the energetic complexities of the body because of the 
Presence of these Light Templates.  The electro-magnetic field was altered substantially 
when the 4th Triad was activated, when your consciousness was at a state that that 4th 
Triad could be activated.  And because of that activation, your brain had the capability 
to process complex thought coming from your Higher Mind, Universal Mind, and the 
Christed Mind.  There was a level in the Causal Body that was activated.  And the 8th 
chakra as well as the OverSoul descended into the body.  And it now resides in your 
Sacred Heart.  You are capable of drawing direction from your Christed OverSoul as well 
as from the beginning stages of the Christed Mind.   
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[8:48]  These things are very important for you to recognize.  You have achieved so 
much in the last two years, since you retrieved those Light Templates from the Time 
Locks!   
 
One of the things that I’d like to discuss with you is some specifics on exactly what 
disrupts the stability of the 5th Dimensional Consciousness and limits your ability to be 
consistently precise in your creations.  With that, I would like to discuss the ego. 
 
You are aware that the ego is in the state of transformation.  The ego affects the 
mental-emotional body of the physical experience.  It affects the chakra system, the 
energetic system, and the physical body, itself.  Did you know that?  Were you aware of 
that? 
 
At the fall of consciousness, the ego began to take a role in the communication to the 
three levels of the physical body.  Its purpose was to protect the body and lead you to 
care for it, because it was necessary for you to experience life on Earth.  It was always 
based in that 3rd dimensional template of separation and fear and began to transmit this 
in its communication through the mental-emotional body.  And you can also see how it 
affected the first three chakras.   
 
We do not want to destroy the ego, because it has great value to the physical body.  We 
want you to have authority over the ego, as the individual Spirit that you ARE.  It takes 
your awareness as well as your tenacity to accomplish this.  Your Spirit must use its 
Divine Power and Will to use the ego as a representative of your Divine Image.   
 
Every generation of humans receives an encoding and basic belief system from the 
previous generation through the DNA.  You can see how limiting that is, especially when 
they are only two or three strands of DNA available to you.  The encrypting of the body 
becomes and creates habitual behavior patterns.  These are intertwined with the 
mental-emotional body.  Now we’re speaking of 3rd dimension here.  We’re not 
speaking of the 5th Dimension, where you most often navigate. 
 
When you begin to change your consciousness, you are required to upgrade the mental-
emotional patterns that come from the genetic typical patterning.  You have done much 
of this through the Rays of Creation and changed many of these three 3D 
characteristics.  You have done well!  and created many, many changes within yourself. 
 
Now, what is needed is a more complete comprehension of how to create dominion 
over your mental-emotional body as well as your physical body.   
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[12:38]  There is a continual question that often arises within many of you.  You 
question how you can operate in a coherent 5th Dimensional state, follow the directions 
of your OverSoul, as you create most often.  Then all of a sudden, you fall out of that 5th 
Dimensional consciousness.   
 
It takes your Divine Will and Power to get back on track.  And I’m sure you’ve noticed 
that, but you didn’t equate it with Will and Power so much, as it just felt like it took a lot 
of energy and a lot of work to get back on track.  Sometimes.  Sometimes not -- it was 
just in reorganizing the way you thought about something.   
 
You are in a perfect path to see how you use your Will and Power to bring yourself back 
into your 5th Dimensional expression.  This helps you to create new programs, life 
patterns and habits in the physical mental-emotional body.  You create sovereignty over 
your physical body and this leads you into an awareness that you are capable of drawing 
the necessary Light Templates to you from your Causal Body, which carries a more 
refined state of consciousness.  And you begin to be aware of yourself as SoulSpirit, 
more and more.  It’s not so elusive.  This gives you confidence to use your Will and 
Power effectively as that 5th Dimensional Being.   
 
Much has been written about the fallen ego.  And we want you to encourage you to 
create your authority over that ego and transform it, so it comes under the direction of 
the SoulSpirit.  This is not dominance over the mental-emotional body, where you do 
not allow yourself to feel your feelings or you shut down your thoughts, create a 
diversion so you don’t have to think.   
 
It is where you discern what voice is guiding you.  The mental–emotional body is a vast 
and an important component of the creation process.  You can see clearly when the ego 
voice is accurate and directs you to take care of yourself.  It is in the discernment 
process that you know what is motivating the ego’s presence.  Notice how it affects your 
thoughts and feelings.  Is it causing a reaction in fear?  Or is there an intent to create an 
image of better than?  Or knowing all the answers?  This always comes from the 
insecurity of the fallen ego state.  The ego’s motives are also very important.  Notice 
when they are interfering with the peace and harmony of your 5th Dimensional state.   
 
A perfect venue for observing the various functions of the ego is in relationships.  This is 
where anomalies most often surface.  When relationships become challenging, pay 
attention – you are about to learn something about yourself!  Notice when you are over 
reacting in a relationship.  What are your thoughts?  What are your feelings?  Are you 
feeling empowered or are you insecure?  Where is the ego presence in the relationship?  
And what state of consciousness is it communicating?  You can learn so much from 
relationships….. 
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[17:01]  Keep in mind the 3D ego always has to have an identity, through an image that 
it creates.  There’s always a specific motivation or intention that it creates in order to 
have authority in the mental-emotional body.  This has to be understood.   
 
In the last meeting, we had a discussion about the difference between sovereignty, 
where you direct your life expression from your Divine state, or whether you had strict 
control over it.  This is rigid.  And from this state, you limit your feelings.  You limit the 
amount of Love that you give and the amount of Love that you will hold for yourself.   
 
There’s another topic that I’d like to discuss with you, in relationship to this.  I want to 
discuss forgiveness, because this is often misunderstood.   
 
True forgiveness is releasing the event or reaction to it from your energetic system.   
Now take note of that:  true forgiveness is releasing the event or the reaction to it from 
your energetic system. 
 
You don’t have to approve of any offense that you experienced, as this offense was 
most often created from that lower mental-emotional body of the 3rd dimensional ego.  
Forgiveness is not in the action of the event, but in the awareness of the ignorance of 
the miscreation that was possibly created out of fear.   
 
Do not continue to process your reaction to the offense -- in this way, you continue to 
feel the pain of it in your pain body.  It’s not easy to release your reaction or the pain.  
This is because there has been a fracture created in your mental-emotional body.   
 
Now what do you do about that?  You go into your Heart chakra.  Amazing that Gabriel 
led you there this evening!   
 
Look at the function of that chakra.  Is the Self-Love present?  Do you have a conscious 
awareness of your value and your Divinity?  If there is an interruption in the energetics 
of that chakra, notice that.  Forgiveness of self is needed.  This is not from the belief that 
you did something wrong, but simply that you missed the mark in maintaining the full 
Love of self and others.  It’s that simple…. 
 
Begin to heal the disruption within you.  And re-establish the coherent function of that 
4th chakra.  That’s a primary step right there.  Draw from the consciousness of the 
Sacred Heart, the Undifferentiated Light and Love Energy that’s yours to experience at 
any time.  Reinforce the energy of Christ Consciousness and the Presence of your 
OverSoul Consciousness.   
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[21:17]  Again, these are simple steps to take, when you are dealing with a temporary 
fracture.  Do not allow it to become a permanent fracture that keeps you in reaction 
from the lower aspects of a 3rd dimensional ego. 
 
Use your Divine Will and Power to remove all the energetic cords of that particular 
event, so that you will not use the reaction from that event and from your memory of a 
particular experience.  Often what happens, Dear Ones, is that in a relationship or just 
anytime something surfaces that reminds you of a previous hurt or event where you felt 
disempowered happens, and the reaction to that is more intense than it needs to be, 
because you are drawing from the memory of a previous fracture. So, it’s important that 
you deal with the offense or the reaction from the energetic level and remove it, so that 
you can move on in your life experience without having those fractures in the mental-
emotional body.   
 
And this happens because you use your Power to change the energetics of such 
anomalies.  See the perfection of yourself as SoulSpirit.  In order to completely release 
the energetic reaction, you have to see the Truth that is in it.  Perhaps it was someone’s 
perception and didn’t necessarily represent you at all.  Now, if the interference in the 
relationship has validity, you have to be willing to recognize it.  The courage and the 
honesty in yourself can help you arrive at this awareness.   
 
So, if you have a challenge in a relationship and you see that there is some validity in 
whatever is being created to challenge you, that perhaps you could be more 
compassionate, or perhaps you could be more receptive to the needs of another, then 
have the courage to see that you can make a difference in that relationship just by 
changing the way you operate within it, using the Element of Love.  In this way, you can 
create through your Divine Will and Power, and change the relationship and fill it with 
Love, respect, and harmony.   
 
To continually process the hurt or the wound in the emotions keeps the energy very 
stable in your emotional energy, and it keeps you in the individual judgment of the 
individual that caused the disturbance in the first place.  And of course you know, 
judgment does not serve you at all.   
 
It’s important for you to review in the next few weeks some components of the ego.  
This is not to be taken lightly if you are to achieve that sovereignty that is needed in the 
mental-emotional body and guard against creating more fractures within it.   
 
You must raise your consciousness to the influence of that 5th Dimensional mental-
emotional body that is present in the Causal Body, where you choose your thoughts and 
your emotions, and you direct them from your OverSoul. 
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[26:09]  When you ignore the wounding and you push it away, this is another thing that 
you need to recognize.  When you ignore it, or you make believe that it didn’t exist, it 
still is present.  And it will come back in a more intense way.  So, you have to be 
proactive here in the elimination of that anomaly, the wounding, or the miscreation of 
some sort, and actually energetically remove it from your system.   
 
Recognize that it’s important to stay in present time and not continually refer to past 
events.  This isn’t going to serve you, because most often past events are created either 
in that 3rd or 4th dimension.  So, they are not good reference points. 
 
Each one of you are Divine individual creators.  Each one will have different experiences 
and no two will be alike.  The areas that require your focused attention will vary from 
individual to individual.  You are all unique.   
 
This doesn’t mean that you can’t draw from the support of certain group interactions, 
because, after all, that is also a form of relationship.  So, do have these relationships, 
these meetings, from that higher state of consciousness.  And don’t focus on a 
consistent review of certain anomalies that have occurred from past events.   
 
But stay in the present; stay in the focus of your Divine Image.  And use the Will and 
Power to create a more extensive conscious Divine Image, as you create in the Earthly 
Realm. 
 
Now, Dear Ones, I’d like to open this for a question and answer or just conversation, to 
where it would benefit for me to expand on what I’ve just talked about.  It’s important 
that we know how you receive these teachings and what difficulties that you have in 
applying them.  Just as you listen to us, we listen to you.  And we can organize our 
teachings in a better way that serves you most. 
 
So, now, Dear Ones, let’s have a short discussion, where you ask any questions you 
might have……. 
 
 
 
 
 


